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check out our feature coverage for more info. the
game of life is a cross between monopoly and life,
and its multi-player, so you can have your friends
and family compete with you. the game is based
on a board of 100 sq. ft., which is about the size of
a typical apartment. you start with a little money
and can buy properties, cars and other items on
the board. after playing for a while, you can win
money and other items from your friends, and your
friends can win money and items from you. the
game of life is also a lot of fun for kids, and we
have created variations of the game specifically for
them. the goal of the game is to be the first player
to buy out all the property in the game. with our
player cards, you can keep track of who has won
and who is still in the game. each player can buy a
card with a certain number of property spaces, or
a property. the spaces that are bought by a player
are called ownership spaces. the player who owns
all the property in a game is the winner. if you
would like to learn more, you can read our
instructions or watch the instructional videos on
our website, and check out our player cards for a
more detailed explanation of how the game works.
the game of life 2 now includes our new player
card set (shown on the box), which contains three
new cards, compared to the original version, which
only had two. the player card set allows the use of
all three of the new cards in the game. this set also
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includes our new life board, which contains 1000
property spaces. you can also play the game of life
2 for free in your web browser, with our free life
simulator. life simulator lets you try out the game
on a 5x5 board without having to buy the game or
its player card set. what's new in the game of life
2? the game of life 2 deluxe - get a deluxe copy of
the game of life 2, which comes with the player
card set and the life board, as well as some new
and exciting features. this version of the game has
a new life track, allowing you to follow how the
game can turn out for you. you can also win items
and money from the life track, and also play with
up to four friends.
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